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Level 3 Vocabulary Quizzes – Cycle 2 & Cycle 4 

# Quiz 1 Quiz 2 Quiz 3 Quiz 4 Quiz 5 Quiz 6 

1 accurate abroad affordable achievement amaze advise 

2 alarm accept amount active amazed asleep 

3 alive acceptable annual although appear based on 

4 attack achieve careless argue appearance blank 

5 awful advantage complicated average article confident 

6 benefit afford damage choice at least connection 

7 birth ancient definitely convenient beautifully development 

8 bone approve (of) demand deal with beauty expert 

9 certain ashamed depend (on) develop because of extremely 

10 common avoid disadvantage diet buyer generally 

11 communicate basic eastern disease care impossible 

12 crime behave effect effort collection intelligent 

13 destroy bury environmental encourage comment interest 

14 disappear celebrate fuel enjoyable conclusion invent 

15 earth celebration government equipment correctly metal 

16 emergency challenge huge essential employ normally 

17 enormous continent in general excuse employee operate 

18 environment customs increase fever employer opinion 

19 familiar design local flavour employment opportunity 

20 female differently located flu fashionable option 

21 frightening discover location frequently give sth away pay attention 

22 guard divorce maximum habit improvement permission 

23 hunt divorced necessary illness industry permit 

24 invention elderly on board importance law personally 

25 involve experience original in order to lead possibility 

26 killing flag predict individual minimum previous 

27 laboratory, lab method provide indoors produce purpose 

28 mainly neighbourhood reduce mile quality rarely 

29 painful object region mood refuse recently 

30 perform occasion replace organize reply recognize 

31 pollution period rise position salary select 

32 professional prevent solution progress smile service 

33 protect proud solve recommend store society 

34 remain relative suggest routine supporter stress 

35 sight require suggestion succeed throw sth away switch sth off 

36 tent respect traveller success typical technology 

37 tiny similar truck successful ugly thought 

38 trend skill unfriendly tiring valuable trust 

39 warning take part (in) urgent training waste unimportant 

40 weigh traditional zone weight worth whose 

 


